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	Negotiate and Win: Unbeatable Real-World Strategies from the NYPD's Top Negotiator, 9780071428033 (0071428038), McGraw-Hill, 2004
Every day, you participate in negotiations. Whether you’re working out a deal  with a client, asking for a raise, discussing a weekly allowance with your  child, or planning a weekend with your spouse, your life is filled with this  intricate process. In Negotiate and Win, former NYPD hostage negotiator  Dominick Misino breaks down the art of the deal, and gives you the tactics and  strategies to win when it counts. Combining advice with riveting real-life  stories—like the time he talked a potential suicide down from the Whiteston  Bridge—this straightforward, step-by-step guide covers every aspect of  successful negotiation.

Learn how to:

	Set reasonable goals beforehand  
	Develop a positive attitude and speak with confidence  
	Navigate the two Ds—demands and deadlines  
	Listen carefully and learn what your opponent really wants  
	Defend yourself from sneaky tricks  
	Keep your cool when it counts 


With Negotiate and Win, you will improve your deal-making skills and  apply Misino’s hard-won experience to your everyday negotiations. From doing  your pre-negotiation prep work to the final handshake, this no-nonsense guide  gives you the knowledge and the skills you need to close any deal in a way  that’s satisfying to you.
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SQL Server 2008 Administration: Real-World Skills for MCITP Certification and Beyond (Exams 70-432 and 70-450)Sybex, 2010

	The ideal on-the-job reference guide for SQL Server 2008 database administrators


	If you manage and administer SQL Server 2008 in the real world, you need this detailed guide at your desk. From planning to disaster recovery, this practical book explores tasks and scenarios that a working SQL Server DBA faces regularly and...


		

Firefox Secrets: A Need-To-Know GuideSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005
This is a must read guide to anyone who wants to learn how to browse faster and more conveniently with Firefox. Firefox Secrets will teach you how to get the most from Mozilla, including how to find and use all the hidden features, extensions available to you. You'll learn:
	Ways to ease the transition from Internet Explorer...



		

Advances in Intelligent Signal Processing and Data Mining: Theory and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2012

	The book presents some of the most efficient statistical and deterministic methods for information processing and applications in order to extract targeted information and find hidden patterns. The techniques presented range from Bayesian approaches and their variations such as sequential Monte Carlo methods, Markov Chain Monte Carlo filters,...





	

JSP™ and XML Integrating XML and Web Services in Your JSP™ ApplicationAddison Wesley, 2002
The first Internet revolution was all about delivering information to people. We  are now in the second revolution, which focuses on delivering information to  systems. XML is the tool that makes this new revolution a reality, and Web  services are the methods by which businesses will drive system-to-system  communication. JSP(TM) and XML takes you...

		

Agile Principles, Patterns, and Practices in C# (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
With the award-winning book Agile Software Development: Principles, Patterns, and Practices, Robert C. Martin helped bring Agile principles to tens of thousands of Java and C++ programmers. Now .NET programmers have a definitive guide to agile methods with this completely updated volume from...


		

Handbook of Computer Crime Investigation: Forensic Tools & TechnologyAcademic Press, 2001
Computers can be used in virtually any type of crime, ranging from cyberstalking and child pornography to financial fraud, espionage and terrorism.  The Handbook of Computer crime investigation presents detailed technical information that can be used to help solve these crimes.

Following on the success of his introductory text, Digital...
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